Panel Size:

a) TC President + TC Member (President Superior Jury)
b) 6 Superior Jury (5 TC Members + 1 Judge Category 1)
c) 4 Difficulty Judges (2 Difficulty Body + 2 Difficulty Apparatus)
d) 8 Execution Judges (2 References + 2 Technical Artistry + 4 Technical Execution)
e) Reserve Judges
   ✓ 2 Reserve Judge on site
   ✓ 1 non-travelling Judge

Total number of judges:

✓ 14 Judges for the Olympic Games + Superior Jury

The nomination is to be made in the following order of priority:

1) Superior Jury (Category I only)
2) Difficulty Judges (DA, DB)
3) Reference Judges (ETR)
4) Execution Artistry (EA)
5) Execution Technical (ET)
6) Reserve Judges (Res.)

General criteria:

1) Category I (for the judge completing the Superior Jury only)
2) Category I and II only (no priority)
3) No NF President or Secretary General
4) Highest examination results in both RGI & RGG in the section of the respective function (for DB, DA, EA). For the Reserve judge, highest total examination results in both RGI and RGG in all components (DA, DB, EA, ET).
5) Maximum 1 judge per federation
6) National federation with Superior Jury Member cannot have a judge in the panel
7) No judges who have been warned and/or sanctioned during the current Olympic Cycle from the disciplinary commission.
8) No judges who are actually under a disciplinary procedure
9) Selection based on the following experience in the respective component selected on point 4) in Cycle according to the following order:
   □ Sofia WCH and/or Moscow JWCH and/or Baku WCH (RGI and RGG) and 2018 Youth Olympic Games or 2018 Commonwealth Games or 2018, 2019 or 2020 at least 1 RGI World Cup or Challenge Cups and 1 RGG World Cup or Challenge Cup (for Reserve Judge same requirements of competitions with the experience in at least 2 DA, 2 DB and 1 EA within those competitions).

In the case there are not enough judges with the experience Categories I and II the next eligible judge(s) must have the experience as follows:

□ Judges who have judged the 2018 Sofia WCH RGI, or 2018 Moscow JWCH RGI or 2019 Baku RGI competitions only must have the experience in at least two World Cups or World Challenge Cups RGG in 2018, 2019 or 2020.

or
Judges who have judged the 2018 Sofia WCH RGG or Moscow JWCH RGG or 2019 Baku RGG competitions only must have the experience in at least 2018 Commonwealth Games or 2018 Youth Olympic Games or two World Cup or World Challenge Cup RGI in 2018, 2019 or 2020.

ET and ETR:

10) The judges in rank order by average JEP results (2019 WCH, 2019 JWCH, 2018 WCH, 2018 YOG, 2018 Commonwealth Games, 2018 Asian Games) from the best 3 phases of 3 minimum phases judged (at least 1 RGI panel and 1 RGG panel).

11) No judges who have received an “Unsatisfactory” JEP evaluation during the current Olympic Cycle

12) Only Judges who have shown integrity and who have no excessive bias judging during the entire current Olympic Cycle according to JEP analysis. No individual score given of more than +0.3 (for E deductions of less than -2.0) of for their own federation (applies to all phases, even outside 3 best), based on JEP control score of all notes considered. If any individual note used in the JEP calculation is the same as or within 0.1 the judge showing bias, the bias is NOT confirmed and the judge is eligible.

Lausanne, 23 March 2020

[Nataliya Kuzmina]
RG TC President

Lausanne, 25 February 2020